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In our recent work 1 we analysed cytoplasmic tRNA genes ( tDNA ) of 22 species of 12 orders of three phyla of archaea. We looked for the identity elements for aminoacylation. During this investigation we found some tDNAs missing in euryarchaea and nanoarchaea. We observed later that some of these missing tDNAs lie embedded in other tDNAs. In this communication we argue that bioinformatic evidence points towards intron splicing at alternate positions in these embedded tDNAs. One composite tDNA gives rise to two different tRNAs. In archaea, the tRNA endonuclease plays a key role in the removal of the intron from pre-tRNAs 10 . Hence, splicing of introns is a RNA-protein interaction which requires mutual recognition of two complementary tertiary structures.
Methodology Methodology Methodology Methodology
The tRNA search programs like tRNAscan-SE and ARAGORN key on primary sequence patterns and/or secondary structures specific to tRNAs. A few loop-holes exist in these algorithms. It is the inability of these existing routines to identify tRNA genes if it harbours noncanonical introns in them. Some tRNAs are misidentified; some are missed out. We developed a computational approach to search for tDNAs that have noncanonical introns. With this algorithm we identified some non-annotated tDNAs. About one thousand tRNA-genes from archaea were studied for this purpose. From this database of 1000 tRNA-genes we fine-tuned the strategy to locate non-canonical introns. The salient features were :(i) sequences were considered that gave rise to the regular cloverleaf secondary structure. (ii ) conserved elements : T8 (except Y8 in M. kandleri), G18, R19, R53, T44, Y55, and A58 were considered as conserved bases for all archaeal tRNA .
Further there were tRNA-specific conserved or identity elements 1 In N. equitans all the tRNA genes could not be located using tRNAscan-SE. Some of the missing ones were later found from the split-tRNA hypothesis 13, 14 . We identify tRNA Glu U35 and C36 are identity elements for archaeal Glu tRNA as in E. coli 15, 16 .
C5:G68 could be another identity element 1 for archaeal tRNA Glu In some of the primary transcripts of mitochondrial tRNA of animals, tRNAs are known to overlap by one to several bases 18 . In archaea we find tRNAs fully embedded in one other. The release of the entire versions of the two embedded tRNAs is assumed to occur . We believe one of the tRNAs is correctly processed in some transcripts, the other in other transcripts, potentially producing both complete transcripts. In these possibilities, the mode of recognition between the primary transcript and the processing enzyme(s) remains unclear. Presumably there exist sequence/structural patterns within the precursor tRNA, upstream or downstream, encoding this embedding. We are investigating features of pre-tRNA responsible for alternate endonucleolytic splicing of introns. 
